The aim of this literature review was to evaluate selected original papers that measured gait parameters and energy expenditure in idiopathic scoliosis (IS) treated with surgical intervention. IS is a progressive growth disease that affects spinal anatomy, mobility, and left-right trunk symmetry. Consequently, IS can modify human gait. Spinal fusions remain the primary approach to correcting scoliosis deformities, thereby halting progression. Using the population intervention comparison outcome measure framework and selected keywords, 15 studies that met the inclusion criteria were selected. Alteration of spatial and temporal variables in patients with IS was contradictory among the selected studies. Ankle and foot kinematics did not change after surgery; however, pelvic and hip frontal motions increased and pelvic rotation decreased following surgery. Patients with IS continued to show excessive energy expenditure following surgery in the absence of a physical rehabilitation protocol. Spinal surgery may be considered for gait improvement and IS treatment. There were inadequate data regarding the effect of corrective surgery on the kinetics, energy expenditure, and muscle activity parameters. 
Introduction
Idiopathic scoliosis (IS) is termed as such due to the unknown etiology of the deformity. It is a complex deformity in which the trunk deviates from its normal plane of symmetry, inducing geometric changes to the spine in three dimensional space [1] . The prognosis, risk of curve progression, and treatment for IS are based on the remaining extent of spinal growth [2] . Treatment options for the prevention of IS progression include exercises, application of cast or braces, and surgery. The appropriate treatment choice depends on the severity of the deformity and the type of curve [3] .
For patients whose scoliosis progresses, spinal surgery (fusion) is the optimal treatment for correcting and stabilizing the deformity, thereby maintaining as many mobile spinal segments as possible and halting progression [4, 5] . Adolescents with IS are the most common population of patients to receive this type of treatment; however, a considerable population of adults experiences degenerative changes due to IS who are candidates for spinal fusion [6] . This fusion is frequently expanded from the thoracic region into various portions of the lumbar spine and can be administered via the anterior, posterior, or a combination of both sides. The efficacy of surgery on pain, trunk form, and the decompensation phenomenon, regardless of surgical procedures, has been well documented. Following surgery, the spine stiffens, with reductions in the spinal range of motion (ROM) [7] .
Walking is an essential activity for human body, and its efficiency depends on muscle activity, joint motion, body coordination, and the ability to adjust the center of gravity [8, 9] . Given that the trunk assists in the maintenance of balance [10] , the presence of a spinal deformity can alter the center of mass (COM) movement during gait, leading to the development of a pathological gait. Walking patterns notably differ between individuals with untreated IS and their healthy peers. These differences include decreased step length [11] [12] [13] , decreased cadence [14] , reduced ROM in the lower extremities [11] , and excessive energy expenditure [15] .
Several studies have been published explaining the changes in gait parameters for adolescents and adults with IS before and after surgical intervention, but to the best of our knowledge, no comprehensive review in this regard has been published to date. Therefore, the purpose of this review was to evaluate the temporal-spatial, kinetic, kinematic, electromyography (EMG), and energy expenditure parameters in patients with IS before and after spinal surgery.
Methods

Search strategy
The search strategy was based on the population intervention comparison outcome method and included all relevant articles published between 1980 and 2017. The following databases were searched: PubMed, Science Direct, Google Scholar, Scopus, and ISI web of knowledge using the words "OR, " "AND, " and "NOT. " Keywords related to the condition included scoliosis, scoliotic, and idiopathic scoliosis; keywords related to the intervention included surgery and fusion; and keywords related to the outcome measures included gait, walking, walking speed, walking velocity, kinetic, kinematic, cadence, step length, stride length, step width, stride width, spatiotemporal, temporaspatial, energy expenditure, energy cost, electromyography, and EMG. Ultimately, 15 articles were selected for final evaluation. Two abstracts were included because there was no accompanying full text [16, 17] . Only English language articles were included. The procedure was followed using the preferred reporting items for systematic reviews and meta-analyses methods (Fig. 1). 
Inclusion and exclusion criteria
This review contains those articles that evaluated the effect of spinal fusion as an intervention method on gait parameters and/or energy expenditure in adult and adolescent patients with IS. Studies that involved the use of other interventions simultaneously (such as spinal braces/ Fig. 1 . The procedure was followed using the PRISMA (preferred reporting items for systematic reviews and meta-analyses) method.
orthoses, functional electrical stimulation, and casts) as well as those studies in which the participants presented with other disabilities (e.g., neurological/musculoskeletal disorders) were excluded. Moreover, studies examining other types of scoliosis, such as congenital, neuropathic, traumatic, and myopathic scoliosis, were excluded. Table  1 provides further details regarding the inclusion and exclusion criteria.
Results
The following text summarizes the results obtained by studies investigating the effects of the surgical intervention on gait parameters and energy expenditure in patients with scoliosis (Tables 2-5) . We reported the effect of scoliosis deformity for each gait variable in patients with scoliosis and in normal controls. The qualitative and quantitative data are shown in Table 2 and Tables 3-5 , respectively.
Temporal-spatial parameters
1) Gait velocity
Gait velocity parameter was measured in ten articles (Tables 2, 3) . Three studies by Engsberg et al. [6, 18, 19] reported significant reductions in gait velocity between postoperative conditions and the healthy group. In five studies, gait velocity was not significantly altered following surgery [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
In a study by Lenke et al. [7] , gait velocity was significantly decreased between the preoperative test (1.29 m/ sec) and the two postoperative tests (1 year, 1.20 m/sec; 2 years, 1.19 m/sec). In one study, velocity significantly improved in adults with IS after surgery [22] . Engsberg et al. [19] have shown that gait velocity for the primary group improved at 2 years after corrective surgery, such that it was not different from the healthy participants.
2) Cadence
Patients with IS showed significantly lower preoperative gait cadence compared with the healthy participants [6, 17, 22] . Although some studies demonstrated that preoperative cadence was lower than the able-bodied cadence, there was no significant difference between them [16, 19] . Moreover, two studies did not find significant differences between controls and IS group when measuring cadence [16, 20] .
Comparing preoperative and postoperative sessions, four studies reported that cadence was significantly reduced in patients with IS after spinal fusion surgery [7, 17, 18, 23] . In one study, cadence was demonstrably modified immediately after surgery (p<0.05), but there was no significant difference between the pre-and postoperative values at 3, 6, and 12 months [16] . Moreover, Yagi et al. [22] and Holewijn et al. [24] have reported that surgery did not have a significant effect on cadence (Tables  2, 3 ).
3) Stride/step length Compared with the healthy participants, patients with IS showed significantly shorter preoperative walking stride length [19, 22] . Two studies did not find significant differences between the control and IS group when measuring stride length [16, 20] . In another study, stride length was significantly shorter in the revision group compared with that in the primary group [6] . Sp atio-temporal, kinematic Ga it velocity, stride length and stride width was not changed as a surgery consequence for the posterior and anterior groups and there were no differences between them. There were no changes after surgery for cadence for the anterior group, but cadence significant reduced for the posterior group. The shoulder ROM with respect to the pelvis in the transverse plane (rotation) showed a significant reduction postoperatively in both groups.
(Continued to the next page) Comparing the preoperative and postoperative conditions, Mahaudens et al. [23] and Yagi et al. [22] have demonstrated that there was a significant increase in stride length (preoperative: 1.32 and 0.97 m versus postoperative: 1.38 and 1.07 m, respectively). However, Lenke et al. [7] have reported that stride length had significantly decreased at 2 years postoperatively from that preoperatively (preoperative, 1.28; 2 years postoperative, 1.24). In another study, stride length was modified immediately after surgery (p<0.05), but there was no significant difference between the pre-and postoperative values at 3, 6, and 12 months [16] . Holewijn et al. [24] and Yagi et al. [22] have reported that surgery did not have a significant effect on stride length (Tables 2, 3 ).
4) Stride/step width
Four studies evaluated the effect of surgical treatment on stride/step width when walking in patients with IS (Tables  2, 3) ; however, the results were contradictory. Lenke et al. [7] have demonstrated a significant decrease in stride width preoperatively and at 12-months postoperatively, but not at 2 years postoperatively. Two studies have shown that there were no changes in stride width postoperatively compared with that preoperatively [6, 18] . In another study, step width became wider after spinal fusion [16] .
Kinematic parameters
Kinematic parameters were measured in eight articles that focused on motion and ROM of the pelvis and lower extremities (Tables 2, 4 ).
1) Kinematics of the pelvis and lower limbs
Comparing the postsurgery and able-bodied groups, the results of two studies have revealed that surgical correction significantly improved the lower extremity gait kinematics in the patients with IS to the point that they were no longer different from the healthy volunteers [19, 22] .
Comparing preoperative and postoperative sessions, five studies have shown that ankle and foot kinematics did not change after surgery [7, 19, [22] [23] [24] . In a study by Mahaudens et al. [23] , frontal pelvis and hip motions increased 18% (preoperative 6.6 versus postoperative 7.8, p=0.04) and 25% (preoperative 9 versus postoperative 11.3, p=0.005), respectively. Holewijn et al. [24] significant at 12 months after surgery (46.6°±1.0°). In addition, spinal fusion decreased transversal and sagittal pelvis ROM at 3 and 12 months postoperatively; however, this effect was not affected by speed [24] .
2) Kinematics of the shoulder
Transverse shoulder motion was reduced by 33% (preoperative 4.5°±1.9° versus postoperative 3°±1.9°, p=0.04) in one study [23] . In the same article, shoulder ROM in the transverse plane after surgery decreased by 3° at 3-month follow-up; however, this decrease was not significantly different at 12-month follow-up compared with the preoperative motion of 9.4°±2.9° [25] . In both articles, shoulder ROM in the sagittal and frontal planes did not significantly change following surgery [23, 25] . Shoulders with respect to pelvic kinematics were measured in three articles by Engsberg et al. [6, 18, 19] . The results of three studies generally showed that the shoulders relative to the pelvis had greater flexion in the primary and revision groups compared with that in the ablebodied controls. In addition, variables for the coronal and sagittal planes were lower than those of the healthy volunteers. However, some of these differences were not statistically significant. The shoulder ROM with respect to the pelvis in the transverse plane indicated a significant decrement postoperatively [18] . There was a significant decrease in the shoulder frontal ROM with respect to the pelvis at 2 years postoperatively in both the primary and revision groups [19] .
Kinetics parameters
Only two studies reported the effect of reconstruction surgery on kinetic variables in patients with IS (Table  2 ). In an article by Yagi et al. [22] , patients with IS had asymmetrical ground reaction force (GRF) walking in the vertical and mediolateral direction compared with healthy controls. Although corrective surgery for these patients significantly improved these parameters, differences between right-and left-side GRF vectors during gait were still greater in the patients with IS versus the healthy participants [22] . Raison et al. [26] have reported significantly higher L5-S1 mediolateral force in patients with IS before surgery than in typically developed adolescents. In addition, after corrective surgery, the maximal anteroposterior torque was significantly lower than that before surgery [26] . Author 
Electromyography
Only two studies analyzed muscle activity during gait (Table 2 ). In a study by Mahaudens et al. [23] , the EMG duration of the lumbo-pelvic muscles did not change after corrective surgery. Another study by Hopf et al. [27] has found a statistically significant reduction (p<0.05) in the activity of the tensor fascia lata and gluteus medius muscles of the concave side of thoracic scoliosis as well as of the lumbar muscles of the convex side of double major curvatures before and after surgery.
Mechanical work
Mechanical work was analyzed in one study (Tables 2,  5 ). In this case, W total was significantly increased by 6% (p=0.02) after surgery, mainly due to W external , which increased by 13% (preoperative 0.23 J/kg/m versus postoperative 0.26 J kg/m, p<0.001) [23] .
Energy expenditure
Energy expenditure in patients with IS was measured during gait by the evaluation of O 2 cost (mL/kg/min), O 2 consumption (mL/kg/min), the physiological cost index (beat/ m), heart rate (HR, beat/min), O 2 uptake (L/min), peripheral oxygen saturation (SpO 2 ), and respiratory ratio (RR) during walking [15, [28] [29] [30] . One variable that was used to evaluate the graded exercise endurance test was the duration a person walked on the treadmill until attaining his/ her target endpoint of 70% to 75% of predicted maximum HR [6, 19] . Four studies have reported the effect of surgery on energy expenditure (Tables 2, 5 ). Mahaudens et al. [23] have demonstrated that energy expenditure before surgery showed a tendency toward a reduction compared that after surgery; however, no significant differences were noted between the two conditions in patients with IS. The results for the endurance test showed that the revision group demonstrated a significant increase in gait endurance of the revision group at the 2-year postoperative session [19] , but their endurance remained less than that of the ablebodied and primary groups [6, 19] . There was no significant change in endurance for the primary group between the preoperative test session and both the 1-and 2-year postsurgical test sessions. There was a tendency toward a reduction between the primary and able-bodied groups; however, no significant difference was reported [6, 19] . In a randomized clinical trial (RCT), the effect of a 4-month pre-surgery physical rehabilitation protocol was evaluated for HR, RR, and distance walked by the 6-minute walk test (6MWT) in patients with IS after surgical correction compared with matched controls without physical rehabilitation. The results showed that the physical rehabilitation protocol significantly improved HR, RR, and walking distance after surgery. For SpO 2 , there was no difference between groups [31] .
Discussion
This literature review was developed to evaluate the impact of spinal surgery on gait parameters and energy expenditure in patients with IS.
Temporal-spatial parameters
Alterations to walking speed, stride length, and cadence in patients with IS were contradictory among studies. These contradictory results might be due to the difference among the studies in the severity of spinal deformity [32] , curve location in the spine [33] , and postural stability control of body center in patients with IS [34] . Following spinal fusion, gait results demonstrated no change in gait velocity, stride length, or stride width in several studies [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . In contrast, evidence has shown that reduced gait velocity after surgery relative to that before surgery as well as that of able-bodied individuals is a result of both a reduced cadence and stride length [6, 7] . It is unclear whether this is due to restriction from the spinal fusion placed on the trunk and torso or to a possible deconditioning effect in these patients, who are potentially less active after spinal fusion surgery than before [7] . Both the primary and revision groups showed compromised gait velocity and stride length. The revision patients were more compromised than the primary patients [6] . Evidence suggests that primary fusion surgery improved gait velocity such that it was no different from that of able-bodied individuals at 2 years postoperatively. Therefore, any improvement in gait velocity is likely related to the altered mechanics of the patient's spinal alignment and pain improvements that are achieved by surgery [19] . Conversely, one paper has reported an increase in stride length at higher velocities. Moreover, despite reductions in pelvic ROM at higher gait velocities, step length was not decreased and cadence was not increased [24] . Another study has noted that gait speed, cadence, and stride length are not directly correlated with walking endurance [22] .
Kinematic parameters
The results for kinematic parameters showed an increase in sagittal hip ROM (3 months postoperatively, but not 12 months postoperatively) [24] , an increase in pelvic and hip frontal ROM [23] , a decrease in transversal, sagittal pelvis ROM [24] , and a decrease in transverse shoulder ROM postoperatively compared with those preoperatively. The increase in pelvic and hip frontal motion following surgery could be explained by the necessity to compensate stiff girdle dissociation with better frontal ROM in the unaffected joints, i.e., the hips and pelvis [23] . Another reason could be that corrective surgery for both the curve deformity and frontal imbalance eliminates the need for excessively careful gait strategy with limited ROM, such as that preoperatively [11] . The hip sagittal ROM improved for at least 2 years after surgery in one study, but it remained impaired compared with that of healthy individuals [22] . Possible reasons found for the limited after surgery ROM of the hip joint were the effect of pelvis and lumbosacral fusion and weak muscle strength in patients with IS [22] . In another study, however, hip flexion at initial contact for both the primary and revision surgery groups improved such that they were not different from that for the able-bodied group 2 years postoperatively [19] . The discrepancy among these studies could be due to differences in the participants' impairments or to the methodologies employed. On the contrary, the pelvic and hip compensations that are necessary for these patients before surgery might not be required after surgery in association with gait training. This possibility should be explored in further studies, including the association between scoliotic patients' training and improvement in these measured parameters. For the ankle and foot kinematics, no changes were reported in these parameters regarding gait after surgery [7, 19, [22] [23] [24] .
Kinetic parameters
Very few studies focus on the impact of spinal surgery on gait kinetic variables. Scoliosis severity can result in abnormal internal joint movements along the spine during walking. Such internal joint movements can cause a supplementary asymmetric vertebral growth modulation. In addition, surgical correction reduced maximal anteroposterior torque during gait [26] . The results of the GRF parameter presented an abnormality of vertical GRF vector and asymmetry of the right and left vertical and mediallateral GRFs in patients with IS before surgery. The GRF parameters improved in patients with IS after surgery; however, they remained poorer than those in the healthy controls [22] . Further studies are needed regarding the effect of surgical intervention on exerted movements in the joints of patients with IS during gait.
Electromyography
Scarce research has analyzed EMG following surgery in patients with IS. Preoperative asymmetry of muscle activation is a result of an asymmetric geometry of the upper body with a consequent asymmetric muscle force pattern. Hopf et al. [27] have noted that restoring the geometric symmetry of the body following surgery creates the corresponding symmetry of the pertinent muscle forces. In another study, the EMG timing activity of the lumbo-pelvic muscles did not change gait after surgery [23] although there was no comparison with normal controls in these two studies. Additional studies are required to analyze EMG gait following surgical correction in patients with IS.
Mechanical work and energy expenditure
During walking, we not only move our lower legs and pelvis, but also lift our COM down and up at each step. Hip and pelvic frontal motions are essential determinants that minimize the vertical displacement of COM [35] . This vertical displacement of COM plays a vital role in optimizing W total (i.e., the work induced by the whole body's muscles to move it through space) [35] , and as a result, allow a decrease in metabolic cost [36] . To walk with a muscular mechanical effort that is higher or lower than normal increases the energy expenditure of the gait [37] . IS W total has been reported to increase after surgery. The increase in W total was primarily due to an increase in external work and could be explained by an improvement in pelvis and hip motion, resulting in an increase in COM vertical displacement. Despite the normalization of mechanical work and muscular efficiency after surgery in patients with scoliosis, the energy cost remained exces-sive partly because of the absence of reduction in excessive time activity of the lumbo-pelvic muscles and possibly also due to morphological changes, such as residual growth of the lower limbs [23] .
On the other hand, energy expenditure and endurance have an indirect correlation [38] . The results for the endurance test show that this parameter is significantly improved following revision surgery in revision group, but remains less than that in the primary and able-bodied groups. It would appear that the spinal deformity of the revision group had a considerable influence on walking endurance. However, it should be noted that diminished gait endurance is also related to cardiovascular and general fitness factors [6, 19] . As a result, the corrective surgery permitted them to gain a substantial improvement in gait endurance following surgery. In addition, one study reported that the preoperative physical rehabilitation protocol would reveal a significant drop in RR and HR associated with an increase in the distance walked on the 6MWT, which persists after corrective surgery. Inversely, patients with IS who do not undergo physical rehabilitation showed an increase in RR and HR [31] . Thus, these results suggest that patients trained with endurance exercises can show good performance even after surgery. However, further studies are needed to confirm this hypothesis.
Future studies should therefore include the following.
(1) Investigation of the kinetic and EMG parameters should be performed in patients with IS following spinal surgery. (2) An investigation into the effect of surgery on the gait of patients with IS over a longer period will be beneficial. (3) Further clinical studies for specific overall body reconditioning and a training regimen should be conducted to evaluate whether excessive energy expenditure in walking is due to poor physical condition or muscular disease. (4) Evaluation of the cause of excessive energy expenditure in patients with IS following surgical intervention. (5) Further studies are needed, such as comparative studies including normal controls as well as high-quality RCTs, which is the best design to control for potential bias, and as a result, suggest the strongest evidence of cause-effect inferences between surgical intervention and outcomes in patients with IS.
Conclusions
Following revision surgery, ankle and foot kinematics do not change although pelvic and hip frontal motion increases and pelvic rotation decreases. It appears that rehabilitation strategies for improving gait velocity and endurance could be implemented to further improve the gait of these individuals. Surgery is, therefore, not disruptive for habitual functional activities, such as walking. However, postoperatively, patients with IS continued to show excessive energy expenditure in the absence of a physical rehabilitation protocol. There were inadequate data regarding the effect of corrective surgery on kinetics and EMG parameters.
